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Italy's expertise in urban regeneration, coupled with its relentless pursuit of innovation and 
sustainable technology, is pivotal in reshaping the construction industry. The latest advancements 
in products, technologies, and machinery within Italy's building and construction sector epitomize 
a harmonious blend of tradition and innovation, solidifying its status as a global leader in 
sustainable urban living. Characterized by resilience, innovation, and sustainability, Italy's 
construction sector beckons global exporters to advance construction practices. Companies 
offering cutting-edge solutions aligned with sustainability goals are poised for success in this 
dynamic market.

Italy ranks ninth in the world on its annual list of Top 10 Countries and Regions for LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, the most widely used green building rating 
system in the world) in 2022. The ranking highlights countries and regions outside the United 
States that are making significant strides in healthy, sustainable building design, construction and 
operations. In 2022, 96 LEED projects were certified in Italy, representing more than 1.34 million 
gross square meters (GSM) of space.  

Environmental sustainability has become a priority for the Italian building and construction sector 
and stakeholders along the whole construction value chain are becoming more responsible and are 
developing solutions and technologies to reduce their environmental impact. The Italian green 
construction market is increasing very quickly; it is on track to reach a value of $187.4 billion US 
Dollars by 2027 with an annual increase rate of 8.6% (source: US survey by Research & Markets – 
Environmental Leader).

Over the last years, more than 45.000 companies in the sector (29% of total) have made green 
investments to improve processes and products with a view to sustainability. A process that, if 
pursued and enhanced, could help the energy requalification of the national real estate assets, 
responsible for about 40% of CO2 emissions, reducing dependency on traditional fossil fuels and 
making the making the Italian building industry one of the most modern and competitive in the 
world.

With a consistent demand for 'Made in Italy' products, Italy's dedication to reshaping its 
construction sector positions it as a central player in global trends, technological advancements, 
and sustainable practices. For this reason, we are presenting Italy at the “Big 5 2023” with the 
motto: Sustainability is Sustainab-ITALY!
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ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that supports the 
business development of our companies 
abroad and promotes the attraction 
of foreign investment in Italy. With a 
motivated and modern organization and 
a widespread network of overseas offices, 
ITA provides information, assistance, 
consulting, promotion and training to Italian 
small and medium-sized businesses. 
Using the most modern multichannel 
promotion and communication tools, it 
acts to assert the excellence of Made in 
Italy in the world.

Register here: ice.it/en/my-home/login

Find Your Italian Partner

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY - ITA

OPEN DOORS TO WORLD 
OF OPPORTUNITIES

TRADE AND INVESTMENT

ITA - Dubai Office @ITADubai

@ITADubaiItalian Trade Agency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency supports the 
business development of Italian companies 
abroad, increases business opportunities,
improves the image of ‘Made in Italy’, 
promotes industrial collaboration and 
foreign investment in Italy. Find your Italian 
partner is a business directory with virtual 
showcases of Made in Italy companies. We 
offer you an overview of Italian businesses, 
including company profiles, products 
images and details, website, business 
proposals and contact information. Foreign 
companies or agent interested in Italian 
products or looking for partnership with 
Italian companies, can access the database 
with the profiles, searchable by sector or 
product, and find a business partner.
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CASEITALY
CASEITALY is a new and innovative format to promote the Italian companies 
of the building envelope and technical components. It has been developed by 
four benchmark Associations (ACMI, ANFIT, ASSITES, PILE), with the 
support and direction of FINCO Federation (Federazione Industrie e 
Costruzioni) and the decisive support of MAECI (Italian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and International Cooperation), through ITA (Italian Trade Agency).

CASEITALY symbolises the best of Italian production, values and qualities. It 
represents the sectors of windows, doors, gates, shutters, roofings, 
tinsmithery, technical curtains, flyscreens, sunscreen protection systems and 
components, safety harnesses and belts, façades and other sectors linked to 
construction.

With CASEITALY, the focus of the foreign operators attending BIG5 Dubai 
will be on the value of the “Made in Italy” of the building envelope, of 
thousands of companies and their operators that represent an excellence 
recognised (if not yet fully known) by the rest of the world.
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FINCO -   Italian Federation of Industries for Products, Systems and Services for Construction, Maintenance, 
Mobility and Cultural Assets and Heritage

 As Federation Finco is not directly related to firms but to National  Associated Organizations of Construction Sector.  
At the moment it puts together 40 Associations representing, among the others, the following fields: historical and 
monumental restoration, renewable energies ( e.g. biomass, geothermy and hydroelectricity), doors, overhead 
doors, shutters, roofings, tecnical curtains, mosquito nets, external and sunscreen protection systems and 
components, safety harnesses and belts, metal carpentry, fireplaces and stoves for interiors, safety fire systems, 
fastening tools, sound barriers, scaffoldings, geognosy surveys, accident prevention signs, façades with integrated 
sunshade systems,  metal sheet building pieces, solar shields, zenithal systems, curtain wall, aluminium and pvc 
windows, doors and gates, rolling shutter, loading systems, roofing systems, pluvial and gutters,   condominium 
administration companies, remediation and asbestos removal services, parkland and landscaping companies 
(realization and maintenance), plant system suppliers, war mine clearance and other services sectors linked to 
construct

The Federation aims to increase the value and the visibility of each Federated Association. FINCO mainly operates 
when its action can be more effective than the single Associations operating alone, helping firms to get in touch with 
the international market.

FINCO operates on behalf of its own Association through:

• parliamentary and Ministerial lobbying for the adoption of laws and decrees in order to help the represented 
sectors: providing amendments in the general legislative procedures (for example the Financial Law and related 
measures); following and stimulating the Public Administration work in significant issues (e.g. the Inter-ministerial 
Decree about the CE marking on the building products);

• coordination and strengthening of the Italian producers of materials, equipment and services inside the 
construction sector;

• involvement in working groups on Ministerial issues, integrating and strengthening the weight of each Association;

• collaborations with public or private national or international organizations belonging to the building and 
infrastructural sector;

• organization and management of internal Working Groups to deal with the considerable issues of the Associations;

• supplying the Associations with Counseling Services through experienced subjects in different sectors;

• promotion of events which allow to expand the market of the building materials, services and equipment.

FINCO
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ACMI – ASSOCOSTRUTTORI CHIUSURE 
E MECCANISMI ITALIA
ACMI is the Italian Association that gathers the manufacturers of technical 
doors, windows and shutters for every type of civil and industrial application, 
in any type of construction and regardless of the material used for their 
making, as well as components and accessories to complement and integrate 
them.

The Association offers support in the issues of specific interest to the 
represented the market sector, keeping relations with public and 
governmental organizations, testing and research laboratories, 
standardization and certification bodies, Italian and foreign, in charge of the 
areas of interest of its members.

ACMI prepares and offers business consulting services helping its 
associates to achieve the qualifications needed
for the production and marketing of products of their interest.

Via Brenta, 13
00198- ROMA
ITALY
Tel: +39 06 8555203

ING. NICOLA FORNARELLI - PRESIDENTE
acmi@assoacmi.it | www.assoacmi.it

@assoacmi@assoacmi.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/acmi---assocostruttori-chiusure-e-meccanismi-italia/
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ANFIT - ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE PER
LA TUTELA DELLA FINESTRA MADE IN ITALY
ANFIT’s main purpose is to promote quality windows conceived, designed and crafted entirely in Italy by Italian 
companies, inspecting and ensuring that strict quality, safety, environmental protection and energy savings criteria 
are met for consumer satisfaction.

ANFIT’s goal is to protect the Italian quality market and production chain in compliance with the regulations. ANFIT’s 
commitment is to the technical and qualitative improvement and upgrade of manufacturing, regardless of the 
material used. ANFIT carries out promotional activities at public administrations, professional studies and media in 
general. Its main purpose is to protect the Italian quality market and production chain abroad as well.

With a clear procedure, ANFIT determines the origin and quality of the product, thus enabling the end user to decide, 
independently and for their sole interest, on the purchase of windows made in Italy. This value must also be 
conveyed as best as possible to international markets, in order to support and increase the added value of such 
products.

ANFIT informs its Members of technical and regulatory updates, and takes part in the Italian and European 
decision-making processes that determine the rules of the market to protect Italian window manufacturers.

Services provided include: the use of the QUALITY ANFIT marking and Energy Label; issuance of certificate of 
origin; special rates for laboratory tests; technical information with respective seminars and training courses; 
insurance policy for manufacturers, installers and consumers.

ANFIT participates at events, fairs, conferences, and fosters promotional campaigns with press articles to 
disseminate the Italian-made ANFIT window. The top companies in the sector of window and window frame 
production and installation operate within this Association. The window frames sold in Italy are required to bear the 
CE marking, but manufacturing the window frame in Italy requires higher standards. The designer is required to 
verify that, before they are installed, window frames comply with a number of features such as wind resistance. 

The NPD value (No Performance Determined) does not discharge either the window-maker nor the designer from 
liability: ANFIT helps reduce risk and liability ensuring window frames perform according to national and 
international regulations. ANFIT arose from the need to defend and enforce compliance with regulations that differ 
very much from one another due to the distinctive features of our country. The obligation for the CE marking for 
window frames arose to protect the consumer and standardise production processes, but does not eliminate the 
obligations and responsibilities of manufacturers. The window frames manufactured by ANFIT members bear the 
Numbered Energy Label and the Installation Label, to make the whole production chain traceable. 

ANFIT is the first association in Italy to have stipulated two insurance policies with “Reale Mutua Assicurazioni” to 
protect and guarantee manufacturers/installers and consumers.

Viale Cavour, 116
44121- Ferrara (FE)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0532 473492

info@anfit.it | www.anfit.it
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ASSITES – Associazione italiana tende, 
schermature solari e chiusure tecniche oscurani
ASSITES’ role is to represent the knowledge of blinds in their entirety – 
including solar shading, shutters, outdoor blinds, indoor blinds, and insect 
screens – in the national market and consumer perception. It actively works 
to spread knowledge of industry issues and to monitor market requirements, 
helping companies to meet them. 

Qualified companies of any size – that manufacture and supply products 
and/or raw materials in the sector of solar shading, shutters, indoor and 
outdoor blinds, and insect screens – can become members of the 
Association. Additionally, professionals (technicians, consultants and
scholars), sales agents or representatives and associations or industry 
bodies can also be part of the Association, as associate members and 
supporters. 

ASSITES offers day-to-day assistance on industry entrepreneurship, and 
constant updates through news, information capsules and internal 
communications, monitoring trends and market developments at the national 
and international level and offering support to companies that wish to 
undertake a process of internationalization.

Via Brenta, 13
00198- ROMA
ITALY
Tel: +39 06 8555203

Fabio Gasparini - President
assites@assites.it | www.assites.it

@Assites15
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ASSOCIAZIONE P.I.L.E.

Via S. Pertini, 10
21010- ARSAGO SEPRIO (VA)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0331 768951

Montagnoli Mattia
segreteria@associazionepile.org | www.associazionepile.org
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FLOOR PLAN
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CROMOLOGY ITALIA SPA

Exhibitor List
Big Five Global 2023 Stand No. Page No.

ANTIPANIC SPA Ar G225
BOSSONG SPA Ar G236

CISA SPA Ar H222

COMMIT SRL Ar G231
Ar F215

DECORAL SYSTEM Ar H236

DIRELLO Ar F225

EDILFIBRO Ar H224

ERMETIKA Ar H214

FADEX Ar G210

Ar F233

Ar G221

Ar G212

Ar F227

Ar H226

Ar H212

Ar F211

Ar G237

Ar G235

Ar G232

Ar F237

Ar G227 

Ar G215

FARAONE SRL

Ar F223DINOXILL BY FINESTRA4 SRL

FREM GROUP SRL

FROSIO BORTOLO SRL

GLG PORTE INDUSTRIALI GROUP SRL

GRUPPO BARDELLI SPA

HIDRONIX SRL SOCIO UNICO

IM.VA SRL

LAMITEX SPA

LIGHT PROGRESS SRL

LINO SELLA WORLD

LUXURY WINDOWS ITALIA

METALSCREEN G.E.E.E. SRL

MONIER SRL

Ar G213

Ar G217

Ar G211

Ar F231

Ar G223

Ar G214

Ar G234

Ar F213

Ar H216

Ar G233

Ar F217

Ar G216

Ar F221

Ar G230

Ar H230

Ar H234

Ar H210

Ar H232

MORESCHI

NUSCO SPA

OMET SRL

PASINI METALS PRODUCTIONS DI ICARO E PIERGIACOMO SAS

PENNELLIFICIO 2000 SRL

PILOSIO SRL

PIVA GROUP SPA

PLASTICA ALFA SPA

POTENT SAS DI VETTORAZZI GIAN LUCA

RENOLIT GOR

RESSTENDE SRL

S.A.B. SERRATURE SRL

SICC SRL – INDUSTRIAL DOORS

STILE SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA

STV SERRATURE SRL

SUBLITEX SRL

TIXE SRL

VDS AUTOMAZIONI SRL

Ar F235

Ar H220
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WOODALLGARDEN SRL
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ANTIPANIC SPA

Antipaic is a market leader in  the production of 
panic exit devices with the widest range of 
proutcs available on the market and one of the 
most certified company in this sector.

All our products are 100% manufactured in Italy

Stand No. Ar G225

Via Paolo Fabbri, 1/A
40013- Castel Maggiore (BO)
ITALY
Tel: +39 051808045

Paolo Cavestri
Managing Director

pcavestri@antipanic.it
Tel: +39 051 808045

antipanic@antipanic.it | www.antipanic.it

 Accessori per
porte e finestre
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Bossong Spa - Sistemi di fissaggio - fastening systems

BOSSONG SPA

Bossong S.p.A. is an Italian manufacturer of 
fastening systems for the construction
world since 1962.

Deeply specialized in the production of 
chemical anchors (with pure epoxy as stron-
gest product) for anchoring and post-in-
stalled rebar connection, suitable for all kinds 
of base material and all types of applications, 
it also offers a complete range of
nails for direct fixing 100% made in Italy.

Its Research & Development, notably imple-
mented over the years, today constitutes one 
of the company’s flagship items, enabling the 
design of innovative solutions for mechanical 
and chemical fixing systems, such as powder 
actuated nails, resins and metal anchors.

Stand No. Ar G236

Via Enrico Fermi, 49/51
24050- Grassobbio (BERGAMO)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0353846011

Dr. Michele Taddei - General Sales Manager
micheletaddei@bossong.com

Dr. Lorenzo G. Corbetta - Export Manager
export1@bossong.com – +39 331 6103078

info@bossong.com | www.bossong.com

SISTEMI DI FISSAGGIO

@bossong.italy

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bossong-spa

@Bossongspa
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CISA.serrature CISA Locks

CISA SPA

CISA, a brand of Allegion, is one of Europe’s 
leading manufacturer of locks and door 
hardware. Since its foundation in Italy in 
1926, it plays a primary role in satisfying the 
security requirements of any type of building 
with dedicated electro-mechanical solutions, 
which enable real-time access control and 
management. Whether it’s residential or 
commercial, schools or health and hospitality 
facilities, safety is our main concern. 

For more, visit cisa.com

Stand No. Ar H222

Via Oberdan, 42
48018- Faenza, RAVENNA
ITALY
Tel: +39 (0)546 677111

Carlo Neri
Business Development Manager
carlo.neri@allegion.com
Tel: +971 (0)52 362 6214

cisa.sales@allegion.com | www.cisa.com

SECURITY LOCKS, CYLINDERS DOOR, 
PANIC BARS, DOOR CLOSERS, PADLOCKS, 

SAFES, CONTACLESS SOLUTIONS

@cisaserraturecisa-serrature
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Comit

COMIT SRL

Comit Srl is specialized in the production of 
accessories and products for interior doors, 
windows, and security doors.

We offer a wide range of products: from more 
affordable models to high performance 
models, products made of brass, zamak, 
aluminium and stainless steel, highlighting 
the high standard quality of the products.

Our production goes from handles for interior 
doors and windows, to pull handles, knobs 
for furniture and doors, doorstops, 
door-knockers and kits for sliding doors, 
always representing the unmistakable Italian 
Design.

Stand No. Ar G231

Via San Filippo Neri, 71/73
25065- Lumezzane (BS)
ITALY
Tel:  +39 351 5894661

Paolo Cittadini
Titolare

paolo@comitstyle.it
Tel: +39 340 726 3668

export@comitstyle.it | www.comitstyle.it 

Maniglieria

@ccomitstyle
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Viero Decoratives

CROMOLOGY ITALIA SPA

Charm, emotion and elegance of Made in 
Italy wall decoration. Viero, the Italian interior 
design brand, has established itself on 
international markets through its ability to 
inspire and personalize private and public 
living spaces. Through interior design,  Viero 
aims to convey an original experience that 
evokes the charm of Made in Italy elegance. 
Over time, Viero becomes a source of inspi-
ration for space creatives, conceiving the 
wall  as an essential architectural element.  
Thus, the surface becomes the blank canvas 
to tell an intriguing contemporary tale, with 
no limits of color, texture, and thickness. 
Viero is distributed by Cromology Italia, part 
of Cromology group, a global player that 
holds leadership positions in the major 
paints markets of Southern Europe.

Stand No. Ar F215

Via IV Novembre, 4
55016- Porcari (LU)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0583 2424

Iacopo Petralli
Export Area Manager

iacopo.petralli@cromology.it
Tel: +39 335 720 1287

info@vierodecoratives.com | www.vierodecoratives.com

Produzione e vendita di pitture 
per edilizia in Italia – 

pitture e rivestimenti decorativi

@vierodecoratives https://www.linkedin.com/company/vierodecoratives/
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DECORAL SYSTEM SRL

Decoral System produces and sells turn-key 
decoration machineries and raw materials 
(powder coatings and heat-transfer films) to 
realize wood grain, granite, marble and many 
other decorative finishes on metal profiles, 
sheets and 3D objects. 

Such finishes are suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use.

Stand No. Ar H236

Viale del lavoro 5
37040- Arcole (VR)
ITALY
Tel: +39 045 7639111

Sandro Menichelli
Area Manager 

sandro.menichelli@decoral-system.com
Tel: +39 045 7639113

info@decoral-system.com | www.decoral-system.com

 Trattamento e rivestimento
dei metalli

@decoralgroup https://www.linkedin.com/company/decoral-group/
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DINOXILL BY FINESTRA4 SRL

Dinox Frame, the Italian frame, is the new product by Dinoxill.

Dinox Frame is the first multifunctional insulating frame for 
doors and windows made of painted stainless steel. Dinoxill 
originates from an idea of the company that holds the brand, 
namely Finestra4.

Finestra4 is an S.r.l. and it has been involved in home 
well-being since 2010. Finestra4 was born thanks to the union 
of two historical and established entities in the territory: the 
Bernardis carpentry from 1860 and the “Carnica metalworks” 
born in 1977.

Dinox frame is a completely customizable product in every 
aspect, including its shape, color, and size. That's why 
Dinoxill is considered a tailor-made piece for each customer, 
according to their specific needs.

To experience our product firsthand, we recommend visiting 
our booth, where you can see for yourself, through augmented 
reality, its potential.

Stand No. Ar F223

Via Nazionale, 40/f 
33010- Tavagnacco (UD)
ITALY
Tel: +39 348 181 8114

Stefano Zanirato,
Co-founder Finestra4 e Dinoxill 

stefano.zanirato@finestra4.it
Tel: +39 335 741 8124

info@finestra4.it | WWW.finestra4.it

Edilizia

Dinoxill - Davanzale Isolante in acciaio inox @dinoxill

https://www.linkedin.com/company/dinoxill-il-primo-davanzale-isolante-in-acciaio-inox-verniciato/
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DIRELLO SRL

ABOUT US

Dirello is a complex and ambitious project with a precise 
growth strategy, which ties together all of the phases of 
innovation, planning, and strategy in a single location.

The spirit of Italy is at the center of the Dirello project, the 
energy of our nation is the driving force pushing us towards 
ever more state of the art solutions, inspired by the 100% 
Italian style so popular with overseas markets.

The pergolas “made by Dirello” reflect the latest outdoor 
trends in terms of outdoor style in the residential, contract and 
HoReCa sectors. The key to their success is the extreme 
versatility of a product that is tailor-made as it is hi-tech. 

Innovation is a fundamental element in our growth, based on 
the Dirello legacy of creativity which is proven by the 
existence of multiple patents submitted and obtained. 
Continuous renewal is one of the business’s strategic focus 
points since, for us, growing means anticipating the client 
needs, harmonizing all the elements that make our product, 
the perfect product... technology, materials, finishes and 
design. 

Stand No. Ar F225

Viale Dell’ Artigianato, 31
70026- Modugno, (BA)
ITALY
Tel: +39 3458411158

Fabio Ventrella
Sales Manager

fabio.ventrella@dirello.com
Tel: +39 3456713853

export@dirello.com | www.dirello.com

FABBRICAZIONE DI STRUTTURE 
METALLICHE PER TENDE 

DA SOLE E SIMILI

@dirello_outdoor @dirello_outdoor
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EDILFIBRO SPA

Set up in 1963 Edilfibro has been producing 
corrugated sheets for industrial, civil and 
agricultural buildings in fiber-cement and 
metal. 

The company is constantly introducing new 
procedures to improve its control systems 
and is always investing in developing new 
products and improving the quality of the 
existing one. 

Located in the Po River Valley, close to the 
most important motorways, Edilfibro’s 
production area covers about 100.000 
square meters and is equipped with 
high-tech systems which allowed to increase 
sales both in Italy and abroad.

Stand No. Ar H224

S.S. N° 10 – KM 164,700
27040- Arena, PO (PV)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0385 272811

Alessandro Iride
Sales Director

a.iride@edilfibro.it
Tel: +39 0385 272809

edilfibro@edilfibro.it | www.edilfibro.it

 COPERTURE INDUSTRIALI
IN FIBROCEMENTO ECOLOGICO

Edilfibro Spa https://www.linkedin.com/company/edilfibrospa/
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ERMETIKA SRL

Ermetika is a market leader in interior sliding 
doors, wood or aluminium frameless hinged 
doors, minimalist baseboard skirting, and 
concealed solutions. 

With over three decades of expertise, Erme-
tika has established itself as a trusted suppli-
er for fit out companies, door manufacturers, 
architects, corporate clients, and private 
consumers. 

Annually, the company manufactures more 
than 110,000 units in its Italian facilities, 
showcasing its substantial capacity in meet-
ing demand.

Stand No. Ar H214

Via Trani, 126 
76121- Barletta (BT)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0883 535781

Guillaume Plantet
Export Manager 

g.plantet@ermetika.it
Tel: +39 327 7570508

info@ermetika.it | www.ermetika.com

Controtelai e Porte per interni

@ermetika @ermetikasrl https://www.linkedin.com/company/ermetika-srl/
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FADEX SRL

Fadex is a dynamic Company highly specialised 
in door-handles and various hardware accesso-
ries supplies, entirely “Made in Italy”.

All products are carried out with the most modern 
production technologies, with special care and 
attention to the use of components totally environ-
ment friendly.

Innovation and craftsmanship come together, 
offering products that last over time: “Class” 
range reflects the most ancient and artisanal 
tradition, while “forme” series offers models with 
an extremely modern and innovative design. 

Models that satisfy every taste, enriching the 
furnishing of homes and commercial building.

Stand No. Ar G210

Via Montessori, 3
25065- Lumezzane (BS)
ITALY
Tel: +39 030 89709709

Mr. Roberto Danesi
General Manager

Tel: +39 333 2675909

info@fadex.it | www.fadex.it

 ESPORTAZIONE DI MANIGLIERIA
ED ARTICOLI DI FERRAMENTA

@ fadex.srl
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FARAONE SRL

Specialized in manufactoring of alluminum glass 
hardware, Faraone in Italy is the reference point 
for the trendy glass project. In particular in the 
glass railing sector, reaching over 150 thousand 
meters per year (150.000 meters per year) supply 
all over the world. 

Founded in 1969 by Sabatino Faraone currently 
the President,  Farone today is drive by his son 
Flavio and so rappresent a family running 
business 100% Made in Italy.

After over 50 years of activity, the company 
continues to innovate in the field of "transparent 
architecture" with products as canopies, railings, 
facades, office partition.

Stand No. Ar F233

Via Po, 12
64018- Tortoreto (TE) 
ITALY
Tel: +39 0861784200

Luca Renzitti
Export Manager 

renzitti@faraone.it
Tel: +39 3392088743

faraone@faraone.it | www.faraone.it/en

Complementi per l’edilizia

Faraone .it @faraone.it https://www.linkedin.com/company/faraone-srl/
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FREM GROUP SRL

Frem Group presents "Casa Frem" project:  
  
Casa Frem is a sales network of sardinian 
companies which cater to the construction 
industry. 

These companies are widespread across the 
entire regional territory with a dynamic and 
innovative touch and with high quality 
products. 

The aim of casa frem is to create a strong 
collaboration between companies and 
professionals in the construction sector.

Stand No. Ar G221

Via Sante Cettolini
09067- Elmas Cagliari
ITALY
Tel: +39 34901204376 / +39 34890401484

Eugenio Fadda
Commercial Manager

eugeniofadda@fremmilano.it
Tel: +39 334 71 08 475 

eugeniofadda1@gmail.com
francesca@fremgroup.it | http:/fremgroup.it

 LAVORAZIONE
ACCIAIO

@casafrem
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FROSIO BORTOLO SRL

Frosio Bortolo with more than 60 years of 
experience is highly specialised in production of 
door-handles and various hardware accessories, 
entirely “Made in Italy”.

All products are carried out with the most modern 
production technologies, with special care and 
attention to the use of components totally 
environment friendly (Ecotech).

Innovation and craftsmanship come together, 
offering products that last over time: “Class” 
range reflects the most ancient and artisanal
tradition, while “forme” series offers models with 
an extremely modern and innovative design. 

Models that satisfy every taste, enriching the
furnishing of homes and commercial building.

Stand No. Ar G212

VIA NUOVA, 22A
25070 PRESEGLIE (BS)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0365826300

Omar Frosio
Manager 

info@frosiobortolo.it | https://www.frosiobortolo.it/it/

MANIGLIERIA

@forme_handles Forme Handles https://www.linkedin.com/company/frosio-bortolo/
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GLG PORTE INDUSTRIALI GROUP SRL

Discover GLG Industrial Doors, where innovation and 
excellence converge!

Since 1983, GLG has been a global leader in industrial 
flexible doors and parts. Our Italian design, German motors, 
and cutting-edge research make GLG doors the benchmark 
for international excellence.

We're thrilled to present two of our standout products: 

GLG ZipGO: the high-speed self-repairing industrial door.
Impact? No problem! Our unique sliding system ensures the
PVC fabric repairs itself, minimizing downtime and 
maintenance costs.

GLG ZipGO Cold: perfect for environments with varying
temperatures. This roll-up door provides seamless climate
control, making it ideal for cold storage facilities and more.

At GLG, we don't just create doors: we craft solutions that
redefine industrial efficiency and convenience. Experience 
the future of industrial doors with GLG. Your success
is our innovation!

Learn more at www.glgdoors.com.

Stand No. Ar F227

VIALE ITALIA 15
28010- Caltignaga (NO)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0321437913

Fabio Murari
CEO

fabio.murari@glgdoors.com
Tel: +39 3479697340 

info@glgdoors.com | www.glgdoors.com/en

PORTE INDUSTRIALI

@glgdoors GLG Industrial Doors
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GRUPPO BARDELLI SPA

Gruppo Bardelli S.p.A. is an Italian Industrial 
group specialising in the production and sale 
of ceramic tiles and mosaics for indoor and 
outdoor use.
 
Tradition, innovation and design, combined 
with the best Italian craftsmanship and with 
great respect for the environment: these are 
the essential values that underpin the 
collections of the Ceramica Bardelli, 
Ceramica Vogue and Appiani brands.

Stand No. Ar H226

Via Pascoli, 19
20009- Vittuone, Milano
ITALY
Tel: +39 3358300823

Gianmaria Bardelli
Amm. Delegato Gruppo Bardelli S.p.A.
i.bardelli@gruppobardelli.com - +39 3921935679
Carlo Belloli
Resp. Trade Marketing.
c.belloli@gruppobardelli.com - +39 3358300823
Antonio Vacondio
Sales Area Manager
a.vacondio@gruppobardelli.com - +39 3355488112

info@gruppobardelli.com | www.gruppobardelli.com

 Settore Ceramica | Produzione
di piastrelle e mosaici in ceramica

@ceramicabardelli @ceramicavogue @appiani https://www.linkedin.com/company/gruppobardellispa
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HIDRONIX SRL SOCIO UNICO

Hidronix is a large italian company, a reference in 
the production of multilayer pipes for plumbing, 
refrigeration, chilling, heating, gas systems.

Top class of raw materials and latest generation of 
machines guarantee products of the highest quality 
to comply with the highest standards required by 
international rules and markets.

Hidronix counts two factories, in Brusciano-Napoli 
and Pastorano-Caserta and 5 high speed production 
lines equipped with last generation of machineries.

Both production sites are close to the port of Napoli 
and Salerno from where first class shipping co. 
Offering regular sailings to any port of the world.

Skilled staff can offer the best and cheapest logistic 
and transport solutions via road and sea.

Stand No. Ar H212

Via Padula, 102
80031- Brusciano - NA
ITALY
Tel: +39 0603592

Perrotta Umberto
General Manager
Tel: +39 3346107779

export@hidronix.it | www.hidronix.com

 Produzione industriale
 tub multistrato per impianti

acqua-gas-refrigerazione-riscaldamento

hidronix Hidronix Multilayer Pipes https://www.linkedin.com/in/hidronix-group-a53a9b49/
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IM.VA SRL

The construction of technical doors has been our 
business for many decades. Professionalism that 
allows us to be considered among the major Made in 
Italy producers in this sector. Engineers and 
designers backed by a long experience in the 
company take up the challenge every day to find the 
most suitable closing solutions according to the 
characteristics required by customers. 

The ultimate goal: to guarantee the execution of 
installations that are always perfect from the early 
stages but above all safe and functional in all 
conditions. Three adjoining production facilities of a 
total of 10.000 m² covered, automated plants, great 
skill of our operators, but above all consolidated 
technical expertise in the field of industrial doors of 
all sizes and types recognized internationally. 

We are IM.VA: big technical closures Made in Italy.

Stand No. Ar F211

Via Buozzi, 4/A
40030- San Prospero (MO) 
ITALY
Tel: +39 059 908313

 Portoni industriali scorrevoli coibentati, portoni a libro
portoni ad impacco verticale, porte rapide flessibili

Soluzioni motorizzate

@im.va https://it.linkedin.com/company/im.va-srl

Monica Boni
Sales Back Office

monica.boni@imva.it
Tel: +39 334 6803483

info@imva.it | www.imva.it

@imva1592
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LAMITEX SPA

Lamitex creates avant-garde decorative laminates 
with exceptional aesthetic, technological and 
ecological properties. Thanks to their unique 
features, Lamitex surfaces are suitable for any 
project requirement in the field of interior design, 
furnishing and architecture. 

Its exclusive technology CLPL® (Continuous Low 
Pressure Laminate) is the result of years of 
development aimed at obtaining the combination of 
perfect adherence and shapes with a natural 
covering effect, always respectful of environmental 
issues; Lamitex surfaces do not contain any added 
formaldehyde, phenols or PVC and are the ideal 
solution for those who are searching a natural look 
while preserving earth and nature.

Stand No. Ar G237

VIA ZONA INDUSTRIALE NORD, 54
33097- SPILIMBERGO (PN)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0427 419313

Thomas Tissino
Business Development Manager 

t.tissino@lamitex.it
Tel: +39 345 2153503

SALES@LAMITEX.IT | WWW.LAMITEX.IT

 LAMINATI DECORATIVI
PER INTERIOR DESIGN

@lamitex.spa https://it.linkedin.com/company/lamitex
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LIGHT PROGRESS SRL

Since 1987 we engineer, develop and 
manufacture UV-C solutions for disinfection 
against virus, bacteria, pathogens, moulds 
and other harmful and contaminating agents. 

We develop any possible UV-C application 
for AIR disinfection, HVAC & Centralized Air 
disinfection, SURFACES disinfection, 
WATER disinfection, Grease and Odor 
removal and disinfection of Industrial 
Production Lines. Our solutions are Tested 
and Certified by Independent Labs and 
Certification bodies for their Efficiency and 
Compliance to International Standards. 

We currently have hundreds of successful 
applications in Healthcare facilities, Large 
Environments (e.g. Airports), Schools, 

Offices and Public Transportation 
vehicles. UV-C is also ideal in HVAC 
centralized air systems, to reduce 
maintenance costs by keeping the system 
clean from biofilms and moulds and reduce 
energy consumption by replacing 
high-resistance filters to clean the airflow. 
UV-C disinfection is a science-based 
technology and we provide a validated 
software calculation of the “UV-dose” needed 
to eliminate target harmful microorganism in 
a specific environment.

Stand No. Ar G235

Loc. San Lorenzo, 40
52031- Anghiari, Arezzo
ITALY
Tel: +39 0575749255

Federico Mastrocola
Head of Sales 

federico.mastrocola@lightprogress.it
Tel: +39 0575 749255

info@lightprogress.it | https://www.lightprogress.it/en/

HVAC / Air conditioning units

@lightprogress-uvc https://it.linkedin.com/company/lightprogress
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LINO SELLA WORLD

We are Lino Sella World, Italian 
manufacturer of high quality concrete mixers 
and other building equipment since 1963.

With 60 years of experience, our Company 
grants a wide variety of products, focusing on 
endurance and reliability to fulfill the request 
of the constructors all over the World.

Stand No. Ar G232

Via Ca’ Silvestre, 7
36024- PONTE DI NANTO VICENZA
ITALY
Tel: +39 0444639070

Valery Sella
Export Manager 

Tel: +39 0444639070

info@linosella.com | https://www.linosella.com

 Construction machinery
and equipment

@Lino Sella World https://www.linkedin.com/company/lino-sella-world/@linosellaworld
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LUXURY WINDOWS ITALIA

Luxury Windows Italia is an Italian Architectural 
Consultant & Trading Agency with affiliations to a leading 
group of Companies, Architects, Engineers and Planners.

We have developed a custom-made service that 
integrates craftsmanship with the newest technologies in 
order to provide the finest tools for the realization of your 
projects in every detail: fixtures, doors, gates, furnishings, 
stairs, curtains, garages, flooring, lighting systems and 
much more.

We provide Made in Italy products all over the world, 
offering our clients a turnkey solution Independently of the 
size of the project : our partners can create custom-made 
products with the highest levels of professionalism.

Over the years we have specialized in minimalist all-glass 
products: cutting-edge solutions in terms of design and 
technology, ultra-thin profiles that almost completely hide 
the frame even on large windows, thus creating an 
all-glass effect creating brighter environments and more 
spacious and pleasant spaces.

Stand No. Ar F237

Via Flavio Domiziano, 40/42
00145- Roma
ITALY
Tel: +39 06 5411815

Giuseppe Pancione
CEO

giuseppe@luxurywindowsitalia.com
Tel: +39 3286186686

sales@luxurywindowsitalia.com | www. luxurywindowsitalia.com

 Infissi, prodotti e soluzioni
per Edilizia ed Architettura

@luxurywindowsitalia5792 https://www.linkedin.com/company/luxury-windows-italia/@luxury_windows_italia Luxury windows Italia
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METALSCREEN G.E.E.E. SRL

Metalscreen is an italian leading company in the 
production of metal false ceilings, external 
aluminium wall claddings and sun louvres solar 
screen systems, specifically used in several 
application areas.

The company manufactures and ships its full 
range of products worldwide directly from its 
10’000 sqm plant based in Modena (Italy) and is a 
key supplier within best-in-class projects in 
Middle-East markets as well.

Metalscreen has obtained key certifications 
within the industry such as EPD - Environmental 
Product Declaration, LEED Certificate, ISO 
9001:2015 – Quality Management System 
Operated, ISO 14001:2015 - Environmental 
Management System Operated, CE - Certified 
European Standard Products.

Stand No.Ar G227

Via Aldo Moro, 38/L
41030- Bomporto, MODENA
ITALY
Tel: +39 059 8170611

Edoardo Ricci
Business Unit Lead 

edoardo.ricci@metalscreen.it
Tel: +39 3331388584

metalscreen@metalscreen.it | www.metalscreen.it

 PRODUZIONE CONTROSOFFITTI
E RIVESTIMENTI METALLICI

https://www.linkedin.com/company/metalscreen-geee/@metalscreen_geee Metalscreen Ceilings & Claddings
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MONIER SRL

BMI Group, leader in products and solutions for 
pitched and flat roofs, presents the latest cool roof 
systems. A complete solution for any pitched roof 
that works efficiently, providing the best 
waterproofing and inner comfort.

We are also displaying our newest Emotion line. 
An important development to produce versatile, 
durable, and sustainable roofing tiles with a 
natural appearance.

Stand No. Ar G215

Via Valle Pusteria, 21
39030- Chienes (BZ)
ITALY
Tel: +39 030 9897515 / +39 331 695 9597 

Marco Cencia
Export Area Manager

marco.cencia@bmigroup.com
Tel: +39 348 2415218

contact.international@bmigroup.com | https://bmigroupinternational.com/

Roofing Industry and Construction

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmi-meat/@bmiinternational7728
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MORESCHI

MORESCHI CHIUSURE INDUSTRIALI is an Italian 
manufacturer of industrial doors.  We design, we 
produce and install industrial doors(folding, sliding, 
glazed doors). Among our products you can also find 
high-speed doors intended for various industrial 
sectors such as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, 
medical, cosmetics, electronics, aerospace as well as 
Clean ORS high-speed doors for environments where 
low oxygen reduction is required.  

All our products are manufactured according to the 
requirements of our customers, they are CE certified 
and meet the highest quality standards in force in 
international markets. The company was founded in 
1967 and has 7,000 square meters used as a 
production area in the province of Bergamo.  Moreschi 
has already been present for several years on 
international markets. Our mission is to make products 
that are easy to use, solve our customers' problems 
and meet the needs of constant development market.

Stand No. Ar G213

Via Lodi, 29
24040- Arzago D'Adda (BG)
ITALY
Tel: +39 363 87791

Stefano Moreschi
CEO

Tel: +39 3631849953

export.department@moreschisrl.com | www.moreschisrl.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/moreschi-srl/@moreschi_srl Moreschi Chiusure Industriali 
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NUSCO SPA

Nusco SpA was one of the largest 
manufacturers of doors and windows in 
wood, aluminium and pvc, security shutters
and security doors. 

Stand No. Ar G217

Dana - Shop G03 and G04 - Airport Rd
next to flora inn hotel, Garhoud - Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 52 565 8010

Antonio Visconti
Store Manager

antoniovisconti@hotmail.com
Tel: +971 52 565 8010

export@nuscoporte.com | nuscospa.com

Doors and windows

https://www.linkedin.com/company/gruppo-nusco-spa/@nusco spa @nusco spa
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OMET SRL

Founded in 1963, OMET Systems in Motion is 
specialized in the design and production of 
non-standard, added-value roller solutions, 
components and integrated custom-made sliding 
systems, that find application in a wide range of 
industrial sectors.

OMET products feature mainly traditional and minimal 
sliding windows, interior and automatic doors, sliding 
windows for balconies and insect screens.

Nowadays we are a well-known company in both 
national and international markets, and we operate 
especially in the construction industry, producing 
high-quality sliding systems solutions.

From the single bearing to integrated solutions 
(carriage and related accessories, such as stoppers, 
adapters, etc.), OMET offers the stakeholders of the 
sector, customized solutions which can be integrated 
with accessories already found on the market and 
advice in the design of new products or solutions to 
existing problems.

Stand No. Ar G211

Via Casnedi, 96
23868- Valmadrera (LC)
ITALY

Giovanna Maglia
Area Sales Manager and Marketing Manager

Tel: +39 0341367513

omet-c@omet.it | https://systems.omet.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/omet-systems-in-motion/

 Sistemi ed elementi
scorrevoli per serramenti
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PASINI METALS PRODUCTIONS 
DI ICARO E PIERGIACOMO SAS

PASINI METALS PRODUCTIONS is a reflection of Italian's 
entrepreneurial tradition.

The company was established in 1967 and, as time went by, 
the range of innovative and refined articles became the range 
of innovative and refined articles became vaster and vaster 
and the company soon gained the attention of the national and 
international markets, where PASINI products came to occupy 
a place of prominence.

Our products are now sold worldwide over 40 different 
countries. We always worked in a completely autonomous 
manner, creating our own original models and looking after 
every single stage of the manufacturing process, right from 
the design till the final product.

Special attention is given to our customers, with exclusive or 
customized articles and put in a position to stay on the market 
with products of great competitiveness and excellent 
manufacture.

PASINI PRODUCTS ARE THE EXPRESION OF THE WORK 
WE LOVE AND WHICH WE HAVE PROUDLY OFFERED 
FOR AS MANY AS TWO GENERATIONS

Stand No. Ar F231

Via Dei Montini, 1
25070- SABBIO CHIESE (BS)
ITALY
Tel: +39 036585142

Alessandra Mascadri
Export Manager

alessandra@pasini.it
Tel: +39 335/8184967

pasini@pasini.it | www.pasini.it

MANIFATTURIERO
 – METALMECCANICO

@pasinihandles@pasinihandles Pasini Italian Luxury Handles
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PENNELLIFICIO 2000 SRL

Pennellificio 2000 is, since 1989, an all-Italian company 
specialized in the production of paint brushes, paint rollers 
and decorating accessories that bear the 100% Made in Italy 
mark.

Thanks to recent big investments in cutting-edge technology, 
Pennellificio 2000 is able to produce 2000 paint brushes and
1000 in an hour, making it a leader in its sector for Made in 
Italy products.

More than 6000 m² of constantly available material, allows 
Pennellificio 2000 to carry out e�ective, prompt and timely
deliveries.

Its wide range of products covers all needs, from the hobbyist 
to professional, Products include:

• Paint brushes – Flat, round, oval, angles, American
• Paint rollers – Universal, angular, available in various 
materials eg. Nylon, wool, micro�ber, polyester, Perlon etc
• Accessories for decoration –spalter brushes, special 
tampons, etc.

Pennellificio 2000 is an ideal partner: Attentive and punctual, 
and able to create a perfect synergy with their most important
assets: you.

Stand No. Ar G223

Via Biagi, 10
46019- Viadana (MN)
ITALY
Tel: +39 3280096893

Silvia Orlandini
Export Manager

Tel: +39 328 0096893

export@pennellificio2000.com | www.pennellificio2000.com

COSTRUZIONI 
– ATTREZZI PER LA PITTURA
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PILOSIO SRL

Pilosio is a manufacturing company founded in 1961 
that produces scaffolding, formwork, and suspended 
systems for construction and maintenance in the 
construction, infrastructure and entertainment sectors. 

In the constant search for perfection, Pilosio continues 
to pursue the values that have always distinguished it, 
such as passion, quality, innovation and attention to 
detail.

Pilosio is known worldwide as a reliable and accurate 
partner for the ability to ensure to its customers the 
design and manufacturing of highly efficient solutions 
for any need.

To offer full support to its customers, Pilosio makes 
available a full range of services including:

• Commercial and technical support and training 
courses
• Design consultancy to choose the optimal equipment
• Technical reports, structural reports, design of special 
configurations
• Design and manufacturing of special elements

Stand No. Ar G214

Via Enrico Fermi, 45
33010- Tavagnacco, Udine
ITALY
Tel: +39 0432 435 311

Francesco De Martino
CEO G.C.C. Countries

demartino@pilosio.com
Tel: +971 50 8357051

info@pilosio.com | www.pilosio.com

 Building and
Construction

@pilosiosrl@pilosiosrl https://www.linkedin.com/company/pilosiobuildingmaterials/
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PIVA GROUP SPA

Piva Group was set up in 1986 to manufacture 
insulation panels, Aluminium and PVC doors and 
windows for the building trade.

The search for new techniques to develop 
innovative products has made the Piva Group 
brand well-known not only in Italy but also in 
international markets, with foreign branches in 
Spain, Czech Republic and the U.S.A.

Today Piva Group is a prestigious name in the 
building trade business thanks to its production 
versatility, its product quality and its corroborated 
experience. 

A Company that is always ready to match its 
customers' needs, where Future is the
watchword.

Stand No. Ar G234

Via Roma, 139
37060- Gazzo Veronese (VR)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0442 536111

Claudio Muraro
Commercial Manager

claudio.muraro@pivagroupspa.com
Tel: +39 3356102189

marketing@pivagroupspa.com | www.pivagroupspa.com

 Production of insulated
windows and panels

@pivagroupspa https://www.linkedin.com/company/piva-group-spa/
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PLASTICA ALFA SPA

Plastica Alfa is a leading Italian company 
operating for 40 years in the field of plastics, 
manufacturing high quality products for irrigation, 
plumbing, water adduction and filtering, 
fire-fighting. 

All the products are manufactured in Italy 
following European and international standards.

Stand No. Ar F213

C.da Santa Maria Poggiarelli – Z. Industriale
95041- Caltagirone (CT)
ITALY
Tel: +39 093351973

Laura Chiarello
Export Manager

laura.chiarello@plasticalfa.it
Tel: +39 335.7260829

exportdpt@plasticalfa.it | www.plasticalfa.it

 Fabbricazione di articoli in
plastica per edilizia e irrigazione

@plastica_alfa https://www.linkedin.com/company/plastica-alfa/ @plasticaalfa
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POTENT SAS DI 
VETTORAZZI GIAN LUCA

In over 40 years of activity Potent has developed 
different lines of products and accessories 
dedicated to wooden doors, armored doors, and 
garage doors, rolling shutters and gates, safes, 
up to offer a waste range of locks, cylinders, 
padlocks and closing devices. 

Design phases use a system of tridimensional 
CAD that allows the realisation of products and 
more sophisticated components and more 
precise controls from the earliest stages of 
implementation.

Stand No. Ar H216

VIA REGIO PARCO 87/BIS/D
10036- SETTIMO TORINESE (TO) - IT
ITALY
Tel: +39 011 8954000

Marco Muraro
Export Manager

marco.muraro@potent.it
Tel: +39 348 0026020

info@potent.it | www.potent.it

 PRODUZIONE DI 25.72
SERRATURE PER PORTE

@potentserrature https://www.linkedin.com/company/potent/?originalSubdomain=in POTENT
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RENOLIT GOR

RENOLIT, one of the world’s leading plastic product 
manufacturers, has created in its Italy-based plant the 
RENOLIT PLYGOR, a composite panel for casting concrete 
on site.

RENOLIT PLYGOR is the greatest alternative to the classic 
HDO, MDO or phenolic films coated plywood panels:

• Ensures a faster forming and striking time thanks to its 
reduced weight (over 60% than a standard plywood).
• Offers a greater number of reuses.
• Doesn’t need striking oil.
• Provides great concrete finish.

Our products respect the environment:
• Are realized partially out of recycled material.
• Do not contribute to deforestation.
• Can be 100% recyclable!

RENOLIT is developing products that suit the market needs, 
prioritising quality and efficiency and aiming at a full circular
economy. With our commitment to a more circular economy, 
we help to preserve resources and save energy to maintain 
the livelihoods and quality of life of present and future 
generations on earth.

Stand No. Ar G233

Via Pinerolo, 7
10060- Buriasco (TO)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0121 569554

Alfredo Sellitti
Head of Sales & Marketing Manager

alfredo.sellitti@renolit.com
Tel: +39 345 059 8339

www.renolit.com/composites

Casseforme – 
Materiali Compositi

https://www.linkedin.com/company/renolitgroup/
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RESSTENDE SRL

CUSTOM QUALITY AT THE SERVICE OF DESIGN

Resstende is a leading Italian company in the roller 
blind trade, esteemed by eminent international 
designers and architects. 

The company was founded in 1975 and the experience 
gained in only a few years allowed us in 1980 to design 
and develop our first series of RESSTENDE black-out 
and shading blind systems. 

During the years, a combination of research, quality 
and technology has contributed to the steady growth of 
the company, that now offers a range of over 1000 
products which are sold in more than 30 countries 
worldwide. 

Tenacity, passion and efficiency have always 
accompanied our presence on the market: essential 
qualities for the success of our business.

Stand No. Ar F217

Via Polini, 670
20862- ARCORE (MB)
ITALY
Tel: +39 039.6846145

Riccardo Gasparini
Managing Director

riccardo.gasparini@resstende.com
Tel: +39 366.6328492

export@resstende.com | www.resstende.com

ROLLER BLIND SYSTEMS

https://www.linkedin.com/company/resstende/ @resstendecorporate@resstende @Resstende
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S.A.B. SERRATURE SRL

SAB, an Italian company founded in 1974, 
designs and produces locks for doors, 
entrance doors and gates, animating them 
with mechanical and classic solutions, all 
rigorously “Made in Italy”. 

Production is oriented towards absolute 
quality and total reliability of the products, 
with a specific production identity, which 
includes both industrial and artisanal 
processes, all carried out following rigorous 
control procedures, at every stage of the 
production.

Stand No. Ar G216

Via G.Marconi, 137
25071- Agnosine (BS)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0365 896463

Mr. Marco Gattone
Commercial Manager

m.gattone@sabserrature.it
Tel: +39 345 888 2462

vendite.estero@sabserrature.it | www.sabserrature.it

Edilizia / Produzione di serrature 
e accessori per porte

SAB Serrature @sabserrature
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SICC SRL – INDUSTRIAL DOORS

SICC s.r.l. started in 1983 with the 
production and installation of industrial 
doors. 

The company has always paid a lot of 
attention to the needs of the market and 
especially to customer requests. The strong 
commitment and the trusted relations with 
the buyers, allow SICC to start with its own 
full production. 

Today SICC is one of the leading companies 
in the Italian market for industrial closure that 
celebrates 40 years in the market.

Stand No. Ar F221

Via G. Galilei, 34
35015- Galliera VENETA (PD)
ITALY
Tel: +39 049 5965097

Giulia Mezzalira
Sales Officer

sales@sicc-srl.com
Tel: +39 3806314699

info@sicc-srl.com | http://www.sicc-srl.com/

Metalworking Industry

@SiccSrlIndustrialDoors@sicc_industrialdoors
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STILE SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA

Stile was born in 1965 out of passion and devotion to 
lumber.

Today Stile is a well-known brand in Italy and all around 
the world Stile is synonymous with quality and elegance.

The continued use of more advanced and newer 
technology, together with care and experience in selecting 
the most valuable wood species, allow them to be a 
leading brand name in the woodflooring market.

Quality is not only a word but it is something of extremely 
concrete and verifiable. Stile has always achieved it 
thanks to the experience of generations that have been 
working in the wood field for years. This experience, 
together with the innovative evolution of the modern 
technology render our products absolutely in the forefront.

Choosing Stile, you don’t only buy a woodenfloor, but you 
also make a lifestyle choice because, in the world of 
“quality wooden floors” is written “made in Italy”, but it is 
pronounced Stile.

Stand No. Ar G230

Via dei Laghi, 18
06018- Città di Castello (PG)
ITALY
Tel: +39 075 854 706
Lorenzo Onofri
President and Sales Manager
lorenzo.onofri@stile.com
Anna Zanelli
Export Department
anna.zanelli@stile.com

stile@stile.com | www.stile.com

Produzione e vendita 
pavimenti in legno

Stile Società Cooperativa @stilecoop

https://www.linkedin.com/company/stile-societ%C3%A0-cooperativa/

@AnboStileSrl @stilecoop
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STV SERRATURE SRL

STV SERRATURE was founded in 1969 and 
which is today worldwide known as a leader 
in its field. 

Commitment, professionalism and passion 
is the key to the quality of STV SERRATURE 
products and the main characteristic of the 
Tagliapietra family and their partners.

Thanks to the costant investments in 
researching and developing high 
technological innovative solutions, we offers 
top quality Security Locks, Aluminium Locks, 
Cylinders and many other prodcuts to its 
customers.

The great commitment of STV SERRATURE 
is appreciated and rewarded by their existing 
customers located in more than 80 countries 
from all over the world and by new ones who 
everyday learn the quality of our products. 

STV SERRATURE has been ISO 9001 
certified since 2006. For over 15 years we 
has been using infinitely recyclable materials 
in its manufacturing processes. 

We are proud of our 100% Made in Italy 
products.

Stand No. Ar H230

Produttore di serrature 
ed accessori

Zona Industriale, 29
36078- Valdagno, Vicenza
ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 431194

sales@tagliapietra.it | www.stvserrature.it

STV Serrature Srl 



SUBLITEX SRL

Sublitex provides a wide range of products designed to 
decorate both metallic and non-metallic surfaces, which 
can be used either for indoor and outdoor. 

Meant for every need, the architectural products offer a 
huge
variety of decorations through which ennoble surfaces of 
various kinds. In addition to sublimation films, the offer 
includes also lamination films and transfer films. 

Decotrans Alu represents one of the most successful 
products of the entie Sublitex offer. Available on paper or 
polyester film, Decotrans Alu allows to decorate metal 
surfaces, guaranteeing resistance to atmospheric agents 
and UV resistance over time. Through the temperature, the 
inks present on the film sublimate and transfer to the 
previously pre-treated and painted metal surface, 
ennobling profiles and
sheets. 

Strictly certified quality product, thanks to our proposals 
and the offer of our designers, it is the ideal support for the 
architect and decorator of both interiors and exteriors.

Stand No. Ar H234

Strada Tagliata, 25
12051- ALBA, Cuneo
ITALY
Tel: +39 0173298741

Andrea Bernardin
Area Manager

andrea.bernardin@miroglio.com
Tel: +39 3346937705

sublitex@miroglio.com | https://www.sublitex.com

Products for 
Aluminium industrial

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sublitex-srl/@sublitexsrl
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TIXE SRL

TIXE’s experience in the paint sector dates 
back to 1939. Initially a point of reference for 
the production of metallic pigment paints, the 
company soon became an industrial reality 
capable of managing various lines of 
products and services intended for a range of 
customers, which extends from retail stores 
to large-scale industry and large-scale retail 
chains.

TIXE offers the market classic solvent-based 
products and innovative water-based 
products (enamels and specialties for specfic 
uses). It is joined by a line of paints suitable 
for renovation by tiles, bathroom textures and 
furniture, and a complete range of wood 
protection products.

Pursuing the latest home trends, TIXE 
production has been enriched with the 
decorative line, with products with 
sandblasted, metallic, mother-of-pearl, 
velvety and glittery.

The family is completed with the gilding, 
flagship and historic production that has 
been able to distinguish and enhance the 
Tixe name also abroad.

Stand No. Ar H210

Via Carlo Ferrari, 49
15060- CAPRIATA D’ORBA (AL)
ITALY
Tel: +39 014346397

Becucci Marco
Responsabile Commerciale

mail@tixepaint.com | www.tixepaint.com

PITTURE E VERNICI 
– COSTRUZIONI
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VDS AUTOMAZIONI SRL

VDS is an Italian company that manufactures 
automations for automatic doors, gates, 
barriers, overhead doors, sectional doors, 
garage doors and shutters. The company has 
been operating in this sector for over thirty 
years.

Our automation kits are produced entirely in 
Italy by highly specialized team with raw 
materials of the highest quality. The design 
and manufacture of the molds, the production 
of mechanical parts, such as gears and 
crankshafts, with sophisticated numerical 
control machinery, the development of the 
control panels and the assembly of our kits 
and the strict final tests take place inside 
VDS buildings.

Stand No. Ar H232

Via circolare n. 10
Spoltore (pescara)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0854971946

Valerio Canovaro
Commercial Manager

valerio@vdsautomation.com
Tel: +39 334 6077837

info@vdsautomation.com | www.vdsautomation.com/en/

Gate automations, barriers, 
garage door, sliding glass doors

Vds Automation Automazioni@vds_automation https://www.linkedin.com/company/vdsautomation/@vdsautomation8728
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VEROLUX

Verolux is a innovator company in the world of 
construction, particularly in classic and security 
roller shutter profiles and all related components, 
expressing maximum product quality and paying 
constant attention to the needs of a constantly 
evolving cosmopolitan consumer.

Offering environmentally friendly products of 
Italian design  and superior quality.

To live with Customers and Suppliers 
relationships based on efficiency and flexibility by 
ensuring optimal production and logistics 
processes, working with ethical and 
environmental commitment.

Stand No. Ar F235

Z.I. Via C. Contegiacomo, 7
70017- Putignano, BARI
ITALY
Tel: +39 0975390458 / 0804911118
Antonio Tropiano
Commercial Manager
antoniotropiano@pracal.com
Tel: +39 3474912579

Giuseppe Elia
Marketing Manager
marketing@verolux.com
Tel: +39 3420772092

estero@verolux.it | www.verolux.it

Tapparelle in aluminio

Verolux@verolux_official https://www.linkedin.com/company/verolux-profili-avvolgibili/
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WOODALLGARDEN SRL

Born in Salento (Italy), in 1995, a new way of designing your home, 
creating aluminium  profiles painted wood effect.

In 2000 this culture created the first pergola in the world made entirely 
of wood-effect painted aluminium and, at the same time, the first 
aluminium wall and privacy screen grid, still exclusive to 
Woodallgarden.

The same technology, allows to combine engineering and practicality, 
beauty with robustness, reliability with versatility, efficiency with 
tailoring, innovation with craftsmanship, and places Woodallgarden as 
a reference industry also in the production of bioclimatic covering 
systems for all environments, where it expresses absolute excellence 
by creating solutions that are difficult to imitate.

Panoramic windows, vertical blinds, photovoltaic pergolas, carport, 
winter gardens, complete the production of a range of products that has 
no equal in the sector, all exclusively MADE IN ITALY.

This year Woodallgarden presents three absolute innovations, thanks 
to its technology:

1) the first ANTIBACTERIAL bioclimatic pergola and sunshade system
2) the first fully INSULATED aluminium pergola
3) the first panoramic windows with ARTISTIC glass

See you soon.

Stand No. Ar H220

Via Marcello Chiatante, 74
73100- LECCE (LE)
ITALY
Tel: +39 0832 367979

Marco Zabini
CEO

direzione@woodallgarden.it
Tel: +39 333 4458950

export@woodallgarden.it | ww.woodallgarden.it

OUTDOOR, ROOFS, PERGOLAS AND 
SUNSHADE TOTALLY IN ALUMINIUM

woodallgarden-wag@woodallgarden
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DUBAI OFFICE
Dubai Internet City, Sheikh Zayed Road
ARENCO Tower 5th Floor, Office #506 & 508
Tel.: +971 4 434 5280
Email: dubai@ice.it

ITA - Dubai Office

Italian Trade Agency

@ITADubai

@ITADubai

Rome Headquarters
Ufficio Beni di Consumo - Settore 
Costruzioni
Via Liszt, 21
Email:  costruzioni@ice.it
00144 Roma
Tel: +39  06 5992 6104
urp@ice.it


